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The issue of labor discipline lay at the very heart of the antagonistic rela-
tionship between the Soviet elite and its work force. That "discipline" was
slack in Soviet factories has long been noted by Western and Soviet com-
mentators alike: high labor turnover; absenteeism, closely tied to heavy
drinking on and off the job; and, more importantly, a highly irregular pace
of work, with periods of intensive labor (usually involving forced overtime)
interspersed with countless opportunities for time wasting, slow work, and
a general disregard for production quality. The historical genesis of this
system of work is complex, and beyond the scope of this article, but one
factor in particular deserves special stress. In order to consolidate its rule,
the emerging Stalinist elite had to break down actual and potential opposi-
tion emanating from virtually the entire society: the peasants who resisted
forced collectivization, and the industrial workers (largely drawn from that
same peasantry), the majority of whom resented and to a certain extent
resisted the hardships and pressures of industrialization. This required an
atomization of the population, in particular the working class—not per-
haps a total destruction of mutual solidarity, but the elimination of its
ability to function collectively as a class, and the erosion of its conscious-
ness of itself as a class. At the same time, the bureaucratic, almost cavalier
planlessness of the Five Year Plans created a deep labor shortage. For the
regime this was to prove a fatal combination: a depoliticized, but alienated
and bitter work force which, because labor power was desperately scarce,
could neither be induced nor compelled to work efficiently.

The result was that workers became a central—but by no means
exclusive—cause of the long-term trend toward chronic inefficiency and
economic decline which plagued the Soviet system. Workers, while politi-
cally powerless to alter the system, compromised the elite's ability to ex-
tract and dispose of the surplus product. They thereby became a prime
cause of its instability. Virtually every phase of Soviet history therefore
witnessed a concerted struggle by the elite to find ways to improve labor
performance. Under Stalin, the emphasis was on naked coercion; to the
extent that such measures proved unsuccessful, the economic losses this
entailed were compensated by the existence of a massive slave-labor sector.
The failure of the Stalinist strategy produced two major periods of at-
tempted reform, under Khrushchev and Gorbachev, which sought to solve
the problems of poor motivation and effort by combining the incentives of
political liberalization with the economic sanctions of tighter wage policies
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and, under Gorbachev, the threat of unemployment. As we now know,
these efforts also failed to produce the desired results because the reforms
could not go beyond the intrinsic limits of the system. No reform could
challenge the basic power relations on which the elite's continued rule
rested. Thus the fundamental antagonisms which destabilized production
remained unresolved, and the system continued on its path of irreversible
decline.1

Labor Discipline and Labor Mobility

The Stalinist regime's concept of labor discipline reflected its repressive
approach to the problems associated with attempting rapid industrializa-
tion with a work force increasingly drawn from a hostile peasantry possess-
ing limited experience with the rigors of industrial employment. Violations
of discipline came to include not just absenteeism, drinking on the job, or
insubordination, but job changing. It is important to grasp the enormity of
the social and political problems which the regime confronted during the
First Five Year Plan (1928-1932). The deepening labor shortage coincided
with a calamitous fall in the standard of living, so that workers, be they
older, experienced workers or new recruits from the countryside, engaged
in mass migrations in search of better pay, housing, rations, and working
conditions.2 There was a marked deterioration in discipline in the conven-
tional sense at a time when the regime and industrial managers were at-
tempting to impose an intense speedup by raising output quotas (known as
"norms" in Russian) and cutting job prices. Strikes and street demonstra-
tions were common, but were almost always spontaneous outbursts of
anger and frustration at worsening working conditions and the dire scarcity
of supplies.3 Insubordination, including physical attacks on managers and
rate busters (so-called shock workers), was common.4

In the main, the regime gradually gained control over the situation
through a process of attrition. Strikes and demonstrations met with violent
repression, but even more important was the fact that the daily struggle for
individual survival made the mere thought of collective opposition virtually-
impossible. If the regime was able to eliminate overt resistance to its poli-
cies, it was never able to exercise total control of the workplace. Collective
responses became more and more difficult, and eventually impossible, but
individual actions such as absenteeism and the waste of large amounts of
work time proved more impervious to pressure from above. During a labor
shortage the most effective weapon workers had at their disposal was sim-
ply to change jobs. Job changing became a violation of labor discipline,
subject to increasingly harsh legal restrictions.

One of the great merits of Solomon Schwarz's early studies of Soviet
labor was the clarity with which he chronicled the increasingly repressive
use of the law to limit workers' freedom of action. His error, however, was
to see this as an almost teleologically driven movement toward the imposi-
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tion of compulsory labor. In fact, the regime, as in most other areas of
social control, was constantly reacting to events, rather than initiating
them. As absenteeism and turnover soared during the First Five Year Plan
(1928-1932), it attempted to deal with the situation through relatively mild
limitations on workers' movements.5 When these proved ineffective, it
made the restrictions more punitive. When managers and workers showed
themselves adept at circumventing the new laws, the regime made them
harsher still, eventually criminalizing absenteeism and leaving one's job
without permission in 1940.6

Through the evolution of labor law we can, therefore, trace the deep-
ening antagonism between the elite and the work force. But these attempts
to regulate labor mobility have another significance—they made labor law
an object of informal bargaining between managers and workers. Where
the interests of production dictated that managers protect workers from
dismissal or prosecution they were prepared to do so, until such actions
became dangerous to their own personal safety. Even during the war,
workers defied the 1940 edict in large numbers, although their chances of
facing prosecution were extremely high.7

This draconian legislation stayed on the books until April 1956, when
it was repealed as part of de-Stalinization. However, the regime had recog-
nized its declining utility even during Stalin's lifetime. The penalties were
eased in 1951 and 1952; willful job changing during this time increased,
while prosecutions became increasingly rare.8 This relaxation reflected the
changing economic and political significance of labor mobility in the post-
war era. In the first place, levels of turnover, although they rose considera-
bly after the 1956 reforms, were only a fraction of the dizzying levels of the
1930s; about seventeen percent of the work force changed jobs each year.9

In the 1930s it had been a principal response by a work force traumatized
by collectivization and by the crushing of organized resistance by peasants
and workers alike. By the 1950s Soviet industry had a relatively stable work
force, and the standard of living, although low, was by no means desperate.
Second, the regime's perception of the problem also changed. The entire
political project of de-Stalinization was predicated on the perception that
any improvement in the country's economic performance would require an
end to the profound popular demoralization which Stalin's rule had cre-
ated. If under Stalin the regime had adopted an attitude of contempt and
fear toward its own working population, so that changing one's job was
branded as a criminal betrayal, under Khrushchev public attacks on work-
ers virtually ceased. The aim now was to persuade workers that the regime
now operated in their interest. Thus turnover was portrayed as a rational
response to poor material conditions such as lack of housing, low wages,
poor standards of health and safety, and abuse by overbearing managers.
For this same reason the repeal of the Stalinist labor laws was accompanied
by stronger protection of workers against unfair dismissal.

This was not merely a question of political rhetoric and propaganda.
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The nature of the phenomenon indeed had changed. It was not so much a
universal problem as one which plagued key sectors, and in this way threat-
ened to undermine the leadership's strategy for economic development.
This was most clearly manifested in two key areas: the attempt to indus-
trialize Siberia and the Far East, and the loss of machine tool operators in
the machine building industry. The root causes were different in each case.
In Siberia the lack of infrastructure, including basic housing and paved
roads, made it almost impossible to retain the hundreds of thousands of
recruits who came from European Russia, and thereby to develop a stable
work force. In engineering, the Khrushchev wage reform of 1956-1962 put
so much pressure on the earnings of machine tool operators that there was
a mass exodus out of the profession, causing dangerous bottlenecks in what
was perhaps the economy's most vital industry.10

Khrushchev's handling of labor mobility had more far-reaching conse-
quences than these conjunctural crises would suggest. For in repealing the
Stalin labor laws and strengthening protection against dismissal, he once
again created a labor market where, thanks to the labor shortage, workers
could change jobs at will while enjoying security of employment if they
chose to stay. Managers were thus faced with the problem of how to deter
workers from quitting, and thus labor mobility became an object of infor-
mal bargaining in a way it had not been since 1941. The issue acquired
added economic importance as the terror and the labor camps were elimi-
nated, since accumulation would henceforth have to take place entirely
within the "free" sector of the economy. The economy became even more
vulnerable to the vagaries of worker-management relations. This in turn
created a definite cycle of reproduction of the Soviet Union's chronic labor
shortage. Workers could use their relative scarcity to extract a limited, but
palpable, degree of control over how they executed their labor. This con-
trol became a source of the myriad dysfunctions and disruptions which
plagued production and distribution: shortages of supplies and parts, fre-
quent breakdowns of equipment, incomplete batches of production and
the delivery of unfinished machinery, and the production of defective and
substandard goods and services. Taken as a whole all of these difficulties
placed renewed pressure on managers to hoard labor: first, because the
inefficiencies of Soviet production caused it to consume more labor power
per unit of output, and second, because the irregularities of production
schedules meant that managers had to retain a permanent surplus of hands
to help meet targets during rush periods. Thus labor was always in short
supply, once again allowing workers to exert partial control over the labor
process and setting the entire cycle in motion in the next production pe-
riod.

Recognition of the impasse into which this cycle had led the Soviet
economy was fundamental to the thinking behind the economic reforms of
perestroika. The creation of labor mobility and an unfettered labor market
were seen as central to any attempt to restructure labor-management
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relations. There were, in fact, two distinct strategies among reformers
concerning unemployment. According to the dominant strategy shaping
labor policy, workers were to be let go as a result of technical moderniza-
tion and a general streamlining of production, enforced in turn by the need
for enterprises to show a profit under the new conditions of financial
management. Redundant workers would, however, be reemployed almost
entirely in other areas of the economy. In this scenario work-force reduc-
tions would not lead to long-term unemployment, but would merely re-
lease unproductively employed workers for the expanded production of
use values or the provision of services. This was certainly the official posi-
tion of the State Committee on Labor and Social Questions, Gos-
komtrud." The other strategy, championed by the more strident of the
marketeers, saw redundancies leading to genuine unemployment, which
was to act as a disciplining vehicle and a means of coercing workers into
surrendering shop-floor prerogatives, similar to the strategy pursued by the
Conservative government in Britain after 1979.12

Actual events followed neither path. Initial redundancies were far
below anticipated levels, and affected primarily specialists and white-collar
employees. Where industrial workers were let go, most were redeployed
within the same enterprise, and many did not even know that they had
been made '"redundant."13 However, even this slow trickle of layoffs came
to a halt, and by 1990 there was a chronic shortage of industrial workers.
Two factors contributed to this development. First, the legalization of
small-scale private cooperatives siphoned off appreciable numbers of
skilled and unskilled workers because better pay was offered and, fre-
quently, also better working conditions. This trend was reinforced by a
relatively small but nonetheless discernable movement of women out of
industrial production. As a result, throughout 1990 and 1991 factories did
not have enough workers in key sections to avoid production bottlenecks.
Second, the shifting of enterprises to so-called self-financing, which made
them responsible for meeting an increasing proportion of investment and
running costs (including wages) out of revenue, did not create the expected
incentive to invest in labor-saving equipment. In part this was because of
the poor reliability of Soviet machinery, which made managers wary of
sinking large sums into equipment which would produce few or no produc-
tivity gains. The main reason, however, lay in the market mechanisms
themselves. In an economy beset by shortages and dominated by large,
oligopolistic producers, enterprises found that the best way to maximize
revenue was not to invest and re-equip, but to cut output and raise prices.
As the labor shortage worsened, enterprises faced further financial pres-
sures, since they had to divert funds to meet higher wage demands in order
to deter workers from quitting.14

The result was that by the end of perestwika there was still virtually no
unemployment among industrial workers. In light industry and textiles
several hundred thousand women had been put on short-time work or
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temporary unpaid leave during 1990 and 1991, but this was due to short-
ages of raw materials resulting from market-induced breakdowns in deliv-
ery contracts, not the product of planned modernization and redundan-
cies.15 At the end of 1991 textile factories were still recruiting workers.16

Where layoffs did occur they affected not workers, but precisely those
personnel whom the regime had wished to retain: skilled engineering and
technical specialists.17 Thus labor mobility under perestroika exhibited the
same unplanned, spontaneous characteristics as it had during the rest of
Soviet history. The threat of unemployment failed to exert any disciplining
effect on shop floor relations; on the contrary, the conjunctural exacerba-
tion of the structural labor shortage undermined the whole policy of indus-
trial reconstruction which lay at the heart of the Gorbachev's larger politi-
cal strategy of preserving the elite's dominance and privileges through
economic renewal.

Control Over Work Time

The use of work time in the Soviet Union during Stalinist industrialization
would seem to fit the classical pattern of other industrializing societies. As
already indicated, turnover and absenteeism were high. Discipline within
the work routine was lax, and workers squandered enormous amounts of
time wandering around workshops chatting with workmates, going off for a
smoke, leaving early for dinner break, or knocking off early to go home.
Production shops, it was said, were "being turned into boulevards and
courtyards."18 However, there were important differences with Western
societies as well. Although the bulk of the work force was recruited from a
peasantry undergoing massive forced displacement (and thus bringing with
it deep resentments against the regime), there was already a core of older
workers who were not artisans, but part of a working class formed during
an earlier phase of tsarist industrialization, during a successful proletarian
revolution, and during the market conditions of the New Economic Policy.
High turnover and absenteeism, together with extremely lax attitudes to-
ward the use of work time, had long been part of their work culture.19

More significantly, prior to the 1930s many of these workers had enjoyed a
large degree of control over the intensity and organization of their work. In
industries like engineering and textiles, skilled (primarily male) operatives
determined their own organization and sequence of jobs, and carried out,
either on their own or through work teams which they themselves hired (in
textiles, largely their families and relatives), all operations which made up
a production process, including the maintenance and modification of ma-
chinery. Such customary practices had helped them to resist attempts to
impose Taylorism and "scientific" output norms in Soviet industry during
the 1920s. What we see, then, is that the new workers coming from the
countryside were not entering a void, but going into factories and construe-
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tion sites where workers were already accustomed to considerable indepen-
dence.20

Not surprisingly, these traditions were inimical to the hypercentral-
ized, authoritarian methods of control applied by the Stalinist elite. Work
processes became extremely individualized and specialized. What had
been integrated production processes were now broken down into innu-
merable minute jobs, with each worker carrying out only one specific
operation. Labor economists justified this policy on the grounds that the
millions of inexperienced peasants now working in industry could not mas-
ter more complex operations.21 Far more important, however, were the
political functions which such a policy served. First, it removed workers
from any control over the conception of tasks, the latter becoming the
exclusive province of management. Second, it was, together with the ex-
treme individualization of wages and the application of piece rates, a pri-
mary vehicle for atomizing the work force and neutralizing potential resis-
tance to central state authority. Both work organization and incentives
pushed workers to relate solely to their own narrow task within production,
rather than to production as a whole. This had political benefits for the
regime, insofar as it undermined solidarity between workers, but only at
great economic cost. Workers were driven to overshoot their personal
production targets, regardless of the need for coordination between differ-
ent phases of an item's manufacture. If some workers were faster or more
productive than others, this did not lead to a commensurate rise in the
aggregate production of use values; it merely led to stockpiles of surplus
parts which could not be assembled into finished units. Within factories
this same logic applied: Shop managers, in their attempts to surpass their
individual plans, concentrated on those parts or products most easy to
produce, ignoring more costly or complex items which might, however, be
equally essential to final assembly.22

This hyperindividualization of work created innumerable opportuni-
ties through which workers could appropriate large portions of the working
day as their own. Here it becomes almost impossible to separate the delib-
erate violations of discipline cited above from forced losses imposed by the
bureaucratic system. Workers might lose several hours in a shift looking for
missing parts or tools, switching to different jobs because of changes in
plan priorities, waiting for advice from a foreman, or waiting for a tool
setter to reset or adjust a lathe. The practice of extending lunch breaks was
often necessitated by the need to go early in order to beat the long
queues—themselves caused by the inability of factory dining rooms to
accommodate the full number of workers in a shop or section. Similarly,
workers might leave a shift early because public transport was not coordi-
nated with factory shift times and they would have no other way to get
home. By the same token it is clear that workers could use these objective
circumstances as pretexts for stealing time for themselves.23

We should state at the outset of this discussion that disruptions to
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production and ensuing losses of work time did not necessarily mean a
reduction in the intensity of labor. In the first place, slack periods, espe-
cially those caused by lack of supplies, had to be made up by massive
overtime, including working on off-days and the legendary "storming,"
when a shop or enterprise would have to produce the bulk of its monthly or
quarterly plan at the end of the relevant period. Second, stoppages did not
necessarily reduce the strains of work. Soviet workers themselves will say
that it is frequently far less fatiguing to work with a regular rhythm, even if
at a fast pace, than in an erratic stop-start pattern. Workers also found it
quite frustrating to have to scour the factory for missing tools or parts, to
take time out to rectify defects in components or finished output, to deci-
pher and modify incorrectly drawn plans, or to adapt processes because the
materials (metal ingots, for example) were too hard, too large, or other-
wise of the wrong specifications. Third, stoppages could seriously eat into
earnings, although workers very often were able to negotiate with shop
management to have such losses made good.

Nevertheless, there is no question that substantial amounts of produc-
tion were lost because workers were able deliberately to reduce the inten-
sity of labor. During the first decade of Stalinist industrialization the re-
gime tried no end of methods and campaigns to break down this control. In
1928 and 1929 it introduced the system of continuous production, with
factories supposed to work around the clock on three seven-hour or four
six-hour shifts. The system was abandoned due to excess wear on equip-
ment and the discontent caused by the fact that families no longer had
common days off.24 In the 1930s the regime became obsessed with time-
and-motion studies—so-called "photographs" of the working day—which
were used primarily to identify areas where work time was slack so as to
justify the imposition of tighter norms. The apex of this policy, of course,
was the Stakhanov movement, which used drastic norm increases and cuts
in job prices to compel workers to intensify their use of working time in
order to preserve their previous earnings.25 In the end, it must be said that
these various campaigns failed to have a great deal of impact on the way
that production was organized and carried out. On the contrary, what we
see by the late 1930s is that the work practices of the early 1930s had
become part of custom, prerogatives which workers would not lightly sur-
render. Workers continued to waste inordinate amounts of time, some-
times deliberately, sometimes due to the general state of disorganization
within industry. Because of the labor shortage and the absence of any
sanction of unemployment, managers were powerless to break these pat-
terns of behavior. It is true that these practices were largely suppressed
during the war, but they reemerged as an immutable part of the system of
industrial organization from Khrushchev onward.

This leads us to another fundamental difference between Stalinist in-
dustrialization and industrialization in Western Europe and the United
States. If these latter countries were eventually to instill a culture of pro-
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duction appropriate to the needs of modern capitalism, this process was
much more incomplete in the Soviet Union. If we look at the evidence
from the 1930s in isolation, we could very plausibly infer that what we see is
not a specifically Soviet culture of production, but the behavior of a peas-
ant work force in the early stages of its accommodation to industrial life.
The same could be argued about the lax use of work time in the 1920s,
since even skilled workers were only one or two generations away from the
village, and most workers still had strong ties to the countryside and its
culture. If we take a longer view, however, this argument must be ques-
tioned. By the 1950s and 1960s these were not peasant workers, but an
urbanized work force. By the 1970s and 1980s it was a working class whose
members had been employed in industry for two or more generations.
There is, then, another explanation, namely, that the particular conditions
of Stalinist industrialization gave rise to the poor use of work time as a
phenomenon specific to this particular system. Its origins lay in a combina-
tion of conjunctural factors: the hostility which workers and ex-peasants
felt toward the regime, their importation into industrial life of preexisting
habits and attitudes toward work, their political atomization, the labor
shortage, the dislocations caused by the bureaucratic methods of industri-
alization, and the breakneck speed at which it was imposed. All of these
when taken in concert gave workers significant opportunities—and in
many cases actually compelled them—to assert individual control over the
labor process. However, once established, these work practices became
part of the basic fabric of how production was carried out. Far from disap-
pearing as the system matured, they were constantly reproduced by that
system.

We see this clearly in the post-Stalin period, by which time we can
identify a quite distinct morphology of lost work time and an equally
distinct pattern of its reproduction. During the Khrushchev period, for
example, the average industrial worker was idle approximately thirteen to
fourteen percent of shift time. This was the equivalent of losing between
thirty and thirty-three days of work in a year without ever leaving the
factory. Authorized absences, including maternity and sick leave (but ex-
cluding paid public holidays), together with the relatively small number of
days lost to truancy, amounted to another twenty-six or twenty-seven
days.26 A quarter-century later, in the late 1980s, the figures were very
much the same: Stoppages and enforced idleness cost the average worker
from ten to twenty percent of each seven-hour shift—equivalent to be-
tween twenty-three and forty-six days a year.27 Moreover, the causes of the
stoppages remained equally constant. There were, of course, the deliber-
ate actions of the workers themselves: dawdling at the start of a shift,
leaving early for meal breaks, or abandoning work before the end of a
shift. As in the 1930s, such actions were not always capricious. Adherence
to official work schedules could mean finding no food in the factory can-
teen or missing the last bus home.28 The chronic shortage of consumer
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goods and services and the failures of the distribution network also took
their toll. Compare this 1933 report:

In a production shop of one Moscow factory kiosks with books and newspapers
have been set up on either side of the entrance doors. Right in the shop is a
railway ticket counter, around which there is an eternal crush. Tens of workers
are missing work time. In the heart of the shops are a cafe and snack bars.
Certain people, so as better to serve the workers, set up a theater ticket counter
right on the spot. It is not surprising that at this factory the actual work day does
not exceed five and a half hours, and for individual workers is much less.29

and this account of Moscow's Elektrozavod factory in 1937:

Throughout the day an unending flow of people spills along the factory corridors,
through the shops, along the stairwells. This is the best index of both the level of
discipline and the organization of production. In the corridor of Elektrozavod
they trade books and sell ice cream. Sometimes it's a factory, sometimes it's a
department store.30

with this description by a shop superintendent at the Voskresensk fertilizer
factory in 1991:

Perhaps I cannot give you an exact figure, but right now at our work, for exam-
ple, at least 10-15 per cent of work time is spent each month [on shopping]. We
have barter deals through which we receive produce and various commodities.
And the distribution between people takes place here, directly at the enterprise,
not in the stores, and diverts 15 per cent of work time. That is, people aren't
working, but running to get a slab of meat, a jacket, a television, or canned
goods.31

However, the main causes continued to lie within production itself. One
problem was the chronic undermechanization of production. Soviet indus-
try was always characterized by a large degree of manual labor. A substan-
tial minority of such workers (some eleven percent in 1965 and fourteen
percent in 1987) were skilled workers in repair and maintenance, but a far
larger share (about half in the mid-1960s, and thirty-five percent in 1985)
were low-skilled workers carrying out their jobs without the aid of basic
labor-saving equipment. This predominance of manual labor went hand in
hand with the overblown auxiliary sector of the industrial work force
(warehousing and transport, quality control, factory cleaners, packers,
storeroom attendants, as well as repair and maintenance personnel), which
accounted for half of all workers from the late 1950s to the mid-1980s.32

The persistence of such a large pool of manual labor had a profound impact
on working conditions in Soviet industry, which were truly appalling—but
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this is not the aspect of the problem which concerns us here.33 It affected
the organization and execution of production in two fundamental ways.34

First, auxiliary operations were in the main unmechanized. This created
incessant bottlenecks for production workers, who had to wait for parts
and components to be delivered, for workplaces to be cleaned up, or for
machine tools to be adjusted and set. The issue here was not simply that
the lack of mechanization slowed down such operations: It was that be-
cause these procedures were performed manually, workers could exercise
greater control over the pace of their work. Where this involved skilled
workers, for example, maintenance fitters or workers making replacement
parts in factory machine shops, production shops would be dependent on
the willingness of such workers to give their needs high priority, and would
have to bargain with them to do so.35 Second, within mechanized jobs
there was a great deal of time-consuming manual labor. Machine tool
operators, for example, had to shift and mount onto their machinery parts
and semifinished components that could weigh anywhere from several hun-
dred to several thousand pounds, yet Soviet industry did not produce the
hydraulic, pneumatic, or electrical devices needed to speed up these opera-
tions.

The causes behind this chronic undermechanization were varied and
complex, and we can summarize only the most prominent of them here.
The Stalinist planning system's priority on plan fulfillment caused manag-
ers to concentrate investment on direct production, ignoring auxiliary op-
erations, which remained unmechanized. To this must be added the well-
described aversion of Soviet managers to innovation: New processes and
technology might lead to lower output during settling-in periods, jeopar-
dizing plan-fulfillment figures; if successful, it would require changes in
production methods and redeployments of workers which might well meet
with workers' resistance. A further disincentive was the intrinsic unre-
liability of Soviet equipment, which was outmoded in design, often unsafe
to use, and, at least by the time of perestroika, becoming increasingly
expensive while offering only modest (if any) improvements in actual pro-
ductivity.36 Finally, the cheapness of Soviet labor power, especially that of
women workers who dominated many, if not most, auxiliary operations (in
particular those involving heavy manual labor), gave managers an added
incentive not to mechanize. It was cheaper to hire extra workers, even if
they had to pay them "danger money" for working in arduous and hazard-
ous conditions. Workers themselves were complicit in the perpetuation of
these arrangements, since they were reluctant to see improvements in con-
ditions if they came at the expense of such privileges as higher wages, early
retirement, or better food supplies. This was especially true of women,
who often depended on wage supplements for hazardous work to augment
their otherwise-meager pay. But the corrupting influence of this wage bar-
gain affected all workers. Unable to contemplate collective action to force
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improvements in conditions, they opted for the individual solution of high-
er wages or early retirement in exchange for their agreement to carry out
strenuous and unsafe jobs.

The other major obstacle to the smooth operation of production was
the near-impossibility of coordinating the work of interdependent sections
and shops. Assembly-line production was especially vulnerable. Lines
might be idled for hours, days, or even weeks at a time because of short-
ages of components, mostly coming from other sections of the same fac-
tory. It was typical that the sources of the disruptions were never constant,
but varied from one day to the next. Thus management could neither
anticipate the source of the problem in advance, nor solve it by concentrat-
ing attention and resources on one particular bottleneck section. An in-
sight into the complex interaction of factors causing production losses can
be gained by looking at Moscow's AZLK automobile factory, which made
the Moskvich car.37 The factory's main conveyors suffered protracted stop-
pages virtually every day. One day there might be no gearboxes; on anoth-
er, no gas tanks; on still another, no grease. Each of these shortages, of
course, arose from other shortages in the shops responsible for manufac-
turing them: no flanges or metal for the gearboxes, no plastic for the gas
tanks, no spare parts for foreign-made equipment. Negligence also took its
toll. Machinists neglected to clean equipment, tool setters set the assembly
line incorrectly, parts rusted because no one had filled the machines which
cleaned them with cleaning solution. Raw materials spoiled not just be-
cause the factory lacked adequate storage facilities, causing them to be left
out in the open air, but because of constant mishandling by loading and
transport workers. In still other cases parts were missing because workers
stole them. Another cause of holdups was the above-mentioned ability of
certain key workers—primarily those in machine shops making spare parts
and maintenance fitters responsible for repairing equipment—to decide
which jobs they would do and in what order. If there were disputes over the
rate at which certain parts would be paid, they simply refused to make
them until they had completed jobs that were more profitable.

Particular mention should be made of the role of repair and mainte-
nance here. Enormous amounts of labor time were lost to the rectification
of defective production. At AZLK, for example (and the factory was by no
means unique in this regard), the production line for gearboxes employed a
special fitter who did nothing but remove faulty components from the
conveyor and rectify the defects.38 Sometimes, however, as at Leningrad's
Kirov works, defects were not discovered until after final assembly: In this
particular case hydraulic systems had to be stripped out of finished trac-
tors, remade, and reinstalled.39 In still other cases the defects were so
serious that they could not be rectified, and the entire production process
had to be repeated. Equally time consuming were the breakdown and
repair of equipment. The repair and maintenance sector within Soviet
industry was enormous. The number of fitters, electricians, and other re-
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pair workers grew constantly, and because machinery manufacturers rou-
tinely did not make spare parts for their equipment, individual shops and
sections had to construct and maintain their own small machine shops in
order to make the parts themselves, something they could do only at great
cost and with extremely poor quality. This, however, was not the only
source of the problem. The poor quality of machine manufacture, the
reluctance of managers to take equipment out of service for preventive
maintenance (so as not jeopardize plan fulfillment), abuse and negligent
handling of equipment by workers, and the poor work of the repair work-
ers themselves all led to a high rate of breakdown.40 This panoply of causes
made the location and rate of breakdown almost totally unpredictable,
thus further undermining any attempts to achieve rational coordination
within production.

The Limits of Informal Bargaining

In all industrial societies that have existed up to now, the formal system of
industrial relations is supported by a network of informal arrangements
among workers, and between workers and line management, without
which production could not be kept going even in the most efficient factory.
These arrangements involve tacit understandings over earnings, discipline,
the organization of work, and the effort required, each of which sets the
limits within which management can apply formal work rules and within
which workers can bend or circumvent them. At the phenomenal level the
informal bargaining—the so-called effort bargain—which we observe in
Soviet industry appears similar to what takes place under capitalism.41

However, the internal drives which produced these arrangements were
quite specific to Soviet production.

At the core of such bargaining lie informal arrangements over earn-
ings. This was even more true in the Soviet Union, where there was no
collective bargaining, and where wage rates and output quotas were deter-
mined by the state and enforced by enterprise managers. If workers
deemed their earnings unfair or inadequate they could not protest or
strike; they had to employ other means like quitting or seeking an under-
standing with foremen or section heads. Some of the methods they used
did not differ radically from what we observe in capitalist factories: restrict-
ing output to avoid rate cuts or norm rises; concealing some of one month's
output in order to claim payment for it sometime in the future; or sharing
out profitable and unprofitable jobs within a work team in order to equal-
ize earnings. Where political conditions permitted, and if workers were in a
strong enough bargaining position, they could refuse to work on certain
parts they deemed unprofitable.42 In the main, however, the specific politi-
cal and economic conditions of the Soviet system forced the contours of
informal bargaining along other channels.
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In the 1930s the Stalinist regime used wages and incentives as a cudgel.
Norms were repeatedly raised and job prices lowered so that workers
would have to produce significantly more merely to keep earnings stable.
Shock workers, and later Stakhanovites, were encouraged—and assisted—
to set new production records, and their achievements were then used as
the standard for adjusting norms and rates for everybody. Wage problems
were, however, complicated by the fact that dire scarcity led to a partial
demonetarization of remuneration. From 1928 to 1934 most basic goods
were rationed, although even then many were generally unavailable.
Stocks at state shops were also meager, forcing workers to go the peasant
markets, where free market prices prevailed—which the workers simply
could not afford. The enterprise became increasingly important in provid-
ing workers with basic needs: housing, scarce foods and consumer goods,
passes to rest homes, places in pioneer camps for their children, basic
medical care, childcare facilities, and (administered through the trade
unions) pensions and sickness benefits. Workers thus became dependent
on the enterprise for a large part of their welfare. Concretely, this meant
dependence on their immediate superiors, who had the power to disburse
or withhold cherished goods and privileges. Even when rationing ended,
wages were never again fully monetarized, and workers continued to rely
on their place of work to maintain some semblance of a decent standard of
living.

Norm-setting was not simply a question of regulating earnings, how-
ever. It was also about the use of work time. From the 1930s until the fall of
the Soviet Union the central planning authorities fought a running battle
with local management over the application of so-called scientific norms.
Most norms were "empirically based," which meant they were calculated
allowing for "normal" stoppages, that is, on the basis of the workday as it
was actually used. The regime, on the other hand, constantly pressed for
norms to be based on the potential of the equipment if production were to
run smoothly and without bottlenecks. In short, tighter norms were to be a
vehicle for imposing a more disciplined and more intensive work regime.

The real battle was between the regime and the work force. Manage-
ment was in many ways an intermediary, caught between conflicting pres-
sures. Managers were not capitalists and derived no direct benefit from
pushing down earnings in the form of profits. Their aim was to surpass their
production goals, and under Soviet conditions speedup was not always the
most expeditious way to achieve this. Even in the 1930s, including during
the Stakhanov period, managers acted to protect the earnings of rank-and-
file workers in the interests of preserving social and political harmony
within the plant. The most direct way was to retard the implementation of
the periodic norm rises decreed on an almost annual basis by the center.
Managers might surreptitiously disregard them; they might raise them tem-
porarily and then set about lowering them on various pretexts; they might
neglect to adjust norms upward when technological improvements cut the
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time on various operations. Where this failed, shop management could
make various adjustments to wages by allowing workers to falsify their
production figures, by awarding them bonuses for work they had not in fact
done or for carrying out work that was already part of their normal job
description, or by rotating them periodically into jobs with easier norms so
that they could push up earnings. The cumulative effect of all these devices
was that by the end of the 1930s norms in most industries were being
substantially surpassed, and payments for such excess had come to repre-
sent a large—in some cases the majority—share of monthly earnings.43

The wage reforms of both Khrushchev and Gorbachev were attempts
to reverse this situation and to use incentive policies to break down the
partial control which workers exercised over job execution.44 It is notewor-
thy that the provisions of the two reforms were almost identical. Both
sought to impose an intensification of the working day through the greater
use "scientific-technical" norms. This pursuit proved just as chimerical
under the reforms of Khrushchev and Gorbachev as in Stalin's day. By the
1950s there had evolved a definite notion of what customary earnings
should be in each trade within an enterprise. Managers proved reluctant to
jeopardize the shop-floor understandings with workers which challenging
such customs would have entailed. In theory such an assault on established
practice might have been possible within a more predictable working envi-
ronment and if unemployment had loomed as an effective sanction. Real-
ity, however, dictated that there were too many factors over which
workers—and the managers themselves—had no control and which could
seriously cut into earnings, thus dictating that earnings had to be protected.
This same dilemma undermined attempts to tie earnings to the fulfillment
of various quality criteria. Workers simply could not earn the quality bo-
nuses, even if they themselves were not directly responsible for failure to
meet the new standards.

Under Khrushchev the one industry which did rigidly apply the reform—
machine building—soon found itself confronted by a labor crisis, as ma-
chine tool operators gave up their jobs en masse in search of work where
they had greater control over their own labor process. Under Gorbachev
the crisis generated was even greater. The creation of a state quality-
control agency (Gospriemka) and its rigid monitoring of quality led to such
widespread discontent that the policy was rescinded.45 At the same time
the worsening labor shortage, and enterprises' continual need to inflate
wages to deter workers from quitting, led the government to repeal the
reform and totally devolve wage and norm-setting to individual enterprises
at the end of 1990, thus creating in effect a wages free-for-all.46

The problems of bargaining over earnings and effort throw a clear
light on the nature of the Soviet system. Workers could not negotiate
collectively, but only as individuals or as small groups (for instance, as a
work team, or on occasion even as a whole section). As a result, the
bargaining took the form not of a contest of strength but of an exchange of
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favors which placed both parties in a position of mutual dependency. How-
ever, the balance of power here was not equal. Managers might have to
make concessions in order to minimize disruptions to production which the
loss of key workers or their uncooperativeness might cause, but they none-
theless knew that there were limits, at least until perestroika, beyond which
workers could not go. Moreover, the power of workers was highly uneven
from one group to another. Skilled workers, or even semiskilled workers
with considerable experience and knowledge of production routines, could
extract concessions which the less skilled, the less experienced, or those in
less vital trades could not. This was most obvious in the case of women
workers, who worked in industries and occupations where they had far less
bargaining power with management than did men, and who therefore occu-
pied the worst-paid jobs in the worst conditions.47 This was also generally
true of the system as a whole.48 In addition, management controlled the
distribution of vital goods and services, ranging from housing to scarce
foodstuffs and consumer goods, to passes to rest homes and disability
benefits (the latter two both administered by the trade unions). In a short-
age economy this gave management enormous leverage, and created a
strong strain of paternalism which helped reinforce workers' political pas-
sivity, even during perestroika.

Conclusion

Stalinist industrialization had given rise to a specific labor relationship in
which workers were rendered unable to confront the ruling elite or even
industrial management as a collective entity in their pursuit of either eco-
nomic or larger political goals. The bureaucratic and planless nature of the
system, however, with its absence of systematic economic regulation, al-
lowed workers to assert negative sanctions directly at the point of produc-
tion. This was not "resistance," but individualized defensive action by an
essentially atomized and depoliticized work force. Workers became a
source of the system's long-term tendency toward economic decline, a fact
explicitly recognized by both Khrushchev and Gorbachev when providing
the rationale for their respective reform programs. Unless workers could
be made once again to identify with the system and emerge from their
demoralization, no moves toward greater economic efficiency would be
possible. Insofar as the elite's privileges depended on such an economic
rationalization, its own existence was therefore placed in jeopardy. It is for
this reason that the Stalinist system could not be termed a "mode of pro-
duction." It operated at such a high level of internal contradiction and
instability that it could never be more than a historically transient social
formation. Effectively, the political relationships which kept the elite in
power produced a network of social relations within production which led
to the system's ultimate decline. This is significant. The system deterio-
rated but it was not overthrown. Stalinism's legacy was to make the recon-
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stitution of the Soviet working class as a class (able to articulate and pursue
its own radical needs) a lengthy and very difficult process. Some rudimen-
tary beginnings were observable during perestroika, but they will take a
long time to mature, perhaps several generations. In the meantime, the
prospects for post-Soviet capitalism are for a stagnant, corruption-driven
system, with no dynamic for development. If the alternatives are not quite
socialism or barbarism, perhaps they are, at the very best, socialism or
chaos.
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